
Caloric restriction (CR) is the best-studied and most

reliable way to increase lifespan. CR affects most of

experimental model organisms, from unicellular ones to

mammals (see [1] for review). Signaling cascades respon-

sible for the effects of CR were studied in detail at the cel-

lular level as well as at the levels of tissues and the whole

organisms. Increasing levels of AMP and NAD+, which

activates deacetylases, were shown to be the key factors

initiating these cascades at the cellular level [2-4].

Physical exercise [5] and certain stresses (see [6-8] for

review) also display a geroprotective effect. Interestingly,

even such stresses as ionizing irradiation or cytotoxic

compound cisplatin can activate AMPK (see [9, 10] for

review). Currently, there are several known substances,

mimetics of CR, capable of activating the processes

dependent on AMPK and NAD+ even in the absence of

CR. Apart from this, increasing the proton conductivity

of mitochondrial inner membrane by using the com-

pounds called uncouplers displays CR-like effects [11].

Uncouplers decrease the coupling level of respiration and

oxidative phosphorylation and, as a result, part of the

energy produced by the oxidation of nutrients dissipates

as heat instead of being used for ATP synthesis.

Therefore, uncouplers also can be considered as CR

mimetics.

At the level of an organism, the signaling cascades

induced by CR or its mimetics are regulated by hor-

mones. The hormonal cascades are usually initiated by an

endocrine tissue-CR sensor. This results in the initiation

of a complex network of stimulatory and compensatory

hormonal interactions leading to the activation of AMPK

and the deacetylases in cells (see [1, 10] for review). Is CR

the optimal way to activate AMPK- and NAD+-depend-

ent processes that can be used for lifespan extension? In

this review, we discuss potential advantages and side

effects of activating animal CR-dependent lifespan-

extending program using various CR mimetics and their

combinations.
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Abstract—Food restriction causes a set of physiological changes that reduce the rate of aging. At the level of an organism,

these changes are initiated by a hormonal response, which in turn activates certain intracellular signaling cascades. As a

result, cells increase their antioxidant capacities and decrease the risk of cancerous transformation. A number of small mol-

ecule compounds activating these signaling cascades have been described. One could expect that direct pharmacological

activation of the signaling can produce a stronger antiaging effect than that achieved by the indirect hormonal stimulation.

Data from the literature point to the opposite. Possibly, a problem with pharmacological activators is that they cause gener-

ation of mitochondrial reactive oxygen species. Indeed, hyperpolarized mitochondria are known to induce oxidative stress.

Such hyperpolarization could happen because of artificial activation of cellular response to caloric restriction in the absence

of energy deficit. At the same time, energy deficit seems likely to be a natural consequence of the shortage of nutrients. Thus,

there is a possibility that combining the pharmacological activators with compounds that decrease mitochondrial trans-

membrane potential, uncouplers, could be a powerful antiaging strategy.
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EFFECTS OF CR AND ITS MIMETICS

AT THE CELLULAR LEVEL

Activations of AMP-dependent kinase (AMPK) and

NAD+-dependent histone deacetylase Sirt1 are consid-

ered as key effects of CR at the cellular level. It also was

shown that AMPK and Sirt1 stimulate each other (see

[12] for review). There are a number of pharmacological

compounds that activate these enzymes: resveratrol, met-

formin, 5-aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide ribonucleo-

side (AICAR, natural AMP analog), and some others.

Literature analysis shows that CR is likely to be a more

reliable (with reported effects over a wider range of model

organisms) and effective geroprotector than any of the

pharmacological activators (see [13-15] for review).

What are the differences in the actions of CR and the

activators of AMPK/Sirt1? It is known that the activation

of AMPK/Sirt1 stimulates transition from glycolysis to

oxidative phosphorylation and lipolysis. The antioxidant

systems are activated and the proliferative potential of cells

is suppressed as well. These changes are believed to result in

a general improvement of cellular physiology and reduce

the risk of cancerous transformation (see [1] for review).

One could expect that under the conditions of CR

the cells attempt to save energy. Many cellular changes

indeed make bioenergetics more economical: CR

decreases the rate of protein biosynthesis and activates

autophagy [16]. It would be natural to presume that CR

also raises the efficiency of mitochondrial energy produc-

tion, i.e. that it increases the coupling of respiration and

oxidative phosphorylation. The opposite appears to take

place. It has been shown that mice under CR conditions

accumulate proteins UCP2 and UCP3 in their muscle

mitochondria [17, 18]. UCP3 also accumulates in rat

muscles because of chronic exposure to AICAR [19].

UCP proteins (uncoupling proteins) catalyze an electro-

genic process of transporting the dissociated forms of free

fatty acids from the inner to the outer layers of mitochon-

drial inner membrane. In the outer layer the free fatty

acids are protonated, and then in the neutral form return

to the inner layer [20]. As this decreases the level of the

transmembrane potential, the proteins of the UCP fami-

ly act as natural uncouplers of respiration and oxidative

phosphorylation (see [21, 22] for review). Indeed, during

starvation there is simultaneous accumulation of UCP2

and UCP3, and a decrease in ADP/O ratio, the latter

indicating a decrease in the efficiency of oxidative phos-

phorylation [18].

What is the physiological role of uncoupling activa-

tion upon CR? On one hand, CR induces mitochondrial

biogenesis and respiration. On the other hand, it has been

shown that mitochondrial hyperpolarization can induce a

strong increase in ROS (reactive oxygen species) genera-

tion [23]. Probably, the increased expression of UCP is an

“insurance” against the oxidative stress caused by mito-

chondrial hyperpolarization (see [24] for review).

A natural increase in ADP/ATP ratio due to nutrient

limitation could provide another “insurance” against the

CR-induced activation of mitochondrial respiratory

activity. Such ratio increases, for example, in adipocytes

under the conditions of CR (see [25] for review). On one

hand, an increase in ADP level in cells induces an

increase in AMP concentration, which leads to AMPK

activation (see [10] for review). This is due to the activity

of adenylate kinase, which catalyzes the following reac-

tion: 2ADP ↔ ATP + AMP [26]. On the other hand, an

increase in cellular ADP concentration can directly pre-

vent mitochondrial hyperpolarization via activation of

enzymes consuming the proton gradient: ATP-synthase

and ATP/ADP antiporter. The latter exchanges one ATP

molecule (charged 4–) from mitochondrial matrix for

one ADP molecule (charged 3–) from mitochondrial

intermembrane space (see [27] for review).

It is important to mention that no increase in ADP

concentration in certain cases when CR-dependent molec-

ular cascades are stimulated by chemicals should be expect-

ed. Indeed, the amounts of available glycolytic substrates

may not change upon chemical stimulation. Therefore, one

can expect that certain artificial ways of stimulation of CR-

dependent signaling cascades (for example, by AICAR

administration) to cause mitochondrial hyperpolarization-

dependent increase in ROS levels. Obviously, this does not

apply to the stimulation of CR-dependent cascades by the

uncouplers – in such cases mitochondrial depolarization

serves as an inducer of the cascade. This line of reasoning is

illustrated by the figure arrows 1-5.

Scheme illustrating presumed effects of uncouplers on processes

regulated by levels of nutrients in organisms
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There is probably another advantage of using uncou-

plers as CR mimetics. As aforementioned, increase in

NAD+ levels is one of the best-studied ways of geropro-

tection. There are many works showing that increasing

NAD+ concentration via activation of its biosynthesis

leads to lifespan increase in experimental animals (see

[28, 29] for review). Importantly, in terms of lifespan

increase in the sum of NAD+ and NADH concentrations

is less relevant than the concentration of the oxidized

form. At the same time, reduction of NAD+ to NADH

takes place during cellular catabolic reactions (glycolysis

and TCA cycle). Therefore, interfering with cell metabo-

lism could be an efficient way of increasing NAD+ con-

centration. For example, a minor decrease in the trans-

membrane potential can strongly increase NAD+/NADH

ratio without having any noticeable effect on ADP/ATP

ratio. Theoretically, this can take place in cases when the

activity of the respiratory chain is blocked by high trans-

membrane potential, and the rate of ATP synthesis is lim-

ited by the activities of ATP-synthase and ATP/ADP

antiporter. The addition of the uncoupler (FCCP) at low

concentration (100 nM) has been shown to increase ATP

level in neurons due to a compensatory response to a tem-

poral depolarization [30]. Earlier, it has been suggested

that a slight decrease in the transmembrane potential can

prevent the reaction of one-electron reduction of oxygen,

which leads to ROS formation. At the same time, such a

decrease may not affect the rate of ATP synthesis; thus,

such uncoupling was called “mild” [24, 31, 32].

In other words, mild uncoupling is aimed at stimu-

lating NAD+-dependent processes rather than at stimula-

tion of AMPK. It is important to mention that hyper-

stimulation of AMPK can lead to cell death. It was shown

that even a short-term depletion of cellular energy, which

leads to a relatively small drop in ATP/ADP level, initi-

ates programmed cell death [33]. This feature of AMPK

found its use in anticancer therapy for killing tumor cells

(see [16] for review). In particular, it has been shown that

AMPK stimulates proapoptotic proteins Bax and Bim

[34]. There are also other signaling routes of AMPK-

dependent cell death, for example, activation of

MEK1/ERK2 protein kinase module [35]. Apart from

that, a general decrease in protein biosynthesis caused by

activation of AMPK can also lead to cell death. The rea-

son is that proapoptotic proteins tend to have longer half-

lives than the antiapoptotic ones. Thus, deceleration of

translation can cause apoptosis (see [36] and references

within). Consistent with that, despite all the benefits of

CR, its side effect is a decrease in the mass of muscle and

bone (see [1] for review). Possibly, an increase in NAD+

concentration can also lead to cell death, for example, via

Sirt1-dependent stimulation of AMPK (see [12] for

review). Nevertheless, this way to kill a cell seems to be

less straightforward than the one initiated by a direct

stimulation of AMPK. This comes from the fact that

AMP stimulates AMPK simultaneously in three ways: it

activates allosteric changes, stimulates activating phos-

phorylation, and downregulates inhibitory dephosphory-

lation as well (see [10] for review). Sirt1 activates only one

of the ways – phosphorylation (see [12] for review). In

other words, stimulation of AMPK via Sirt1 appears to be

milder than the one by AMP or its analogs. Therefore,

mild uncoupling seems to be safer than administration of

AMP analogs for lifespan interference because it does not

tend to provoke cell death.

EFFECTS OF CR AND ITS MIMETICS AT LEVELS

OF TISSUES AND ORGANISMS

In multicellular organisms, in particular, in mam-

mals, CR activates AMPK/Sirt1 in most tissues. This

activation is usually mediated by hormones. It occurs as

only a few cell types can “feel” the changes in the nutri-

ents levels caused by a relatively small, “useful” (approx-

imately 30%) CR. Such specialized cells secrete hor-

mones that regulate AMPK/Sirt1 in the target cells, thus

causing, in particular, a secondary CR-dependent hor-

monal response (see below).

What are the differences in the effects of CR and its

mimetics at the level of an organism? Most works con-

cerning this issue were performed on mammals. It has

been shown that fat cells, adipocytes, activate the secre-

tion of hormones, adipokines, in response to a decrease in

concentrations of nutrients in blood. Activation of

AMPK is considered as the key physiological intermedi-

ate of their hormonal response to CR (see [25] for

review).

Endocrine response of hypothalamus is probably the

best-studied secondary hormonal response triggered by

adipokines. In many cases, the secondary response

amplifies the primary one. Cellular reactions to the pri-

mary and secondary CR-induced hormonal stimuli were

studied in much detail in muscle. It has been shown the

adipokines leptin and adiponectin bind to their receptors

at the cell surface and activate AMPK. Independently,

leptin activates the secretion of the stress hormones that

are produced by the hypothalamus. These hormones bind

to adrenergic receptors of muscle cells and in this way also

activate AMPK (see [10] for review).

Insulin and insulin-like hormones are the main

antagonists of CR-induced hormonal response. Animals

use the blood level of glucose as the key indicator of nutri-

ent availability. This level is sensed first of all by β-cells,

which secrete insulin in response to rising level of glucose

in blood. The endocrine gut cells are another sensor –

glucose induces their secretion of incretin hormones. One

of the main functions of incretins is stimulation of insulin

secretion by β-cells (see [37-40] for review). The secreto-

ry activity of β-cells and the specialized gut cells is regu-

lated by their glucose receptors and thus does not direct-

ly depend on Sirt1/AMPK (see [41, 42] for review).
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In terms of regulation of aging, the main antagonists

of Sirt1/AMPK are insulin-like growth factor and growth

hormone (IGF1/GH; see figure, arrows 7 and 9).

Geroprotective effect of inactivation of this signaling path

has been demonstrated for many organisms – from

nematodes to mammals. In particular, mutations inacti-

vating GH or its receptor in mice cause significant life-

span increase (see [43, 44] for review). At the same time,

in many case therapy that includes GH administration

also shows geroprotective effects [45-47]. We attempted

to explain this contradiction by analyzing the integrative

interactions of Sirt1/AMPK- and IGF1/GH-dependent

cascades at a cellular level.

CELLS AS INTEGRATORS OF NUTRIENT-

DEPENDENT HORMONAL CASCADES

In cells, the protein kinase complex mTOR is the

main antagonist of the signaling cascades initiated by

Sirt1/AMPK. This complex is activated by insulin,

IGF1/GH (see figure), and free amino acids. Activated

mTOR stimulates protein biosynthesis, cell proliferation,

and differentiation (see [48-50] for review). In addition,

it has been shown that AMPK and mTOR inhibit each

other (see [50, 51] for review). There are also data show-

ing geroprotective effect of mTOR inhibition. In particu-

lar, the specific mTOR inhibitor rapamycin (see [52, 53]

for review) and restrictions in the levels of certain amino

acids in food (see [1] for review) were shown to extend the

lifespan of laboratory mice.

What is the optimal balance of Sirt1/AMPK and

mTOR activities from the point of view of geroprotec-

tion? Taking a closer look at their interactions in muscle

tissue could help answer this question. Many studies show

that while physical exercises delay aging in general, they

are especially efficient in delaying muscle aging (see [54-

56] for review). Physical exercise affects muscles in two

ways. On one hand, the accelerated cycling of myosin

(the main muscle motor protein) causes an increase in the

rate ATP hydrolysis and, as a result, activation of AMPK.

On the other hand, exercise activates mTOR. The activa-

tion occurs via three pathways: (i) mechanical stretching

of Z-disks stimulates the intracellular activating cascade

and (ii) the secretion of muscle growth factor (MGF,

splice-variant of IGF1), which is an endocrine activator

of mTOR. In addition, (iii) in response to muscle activi-

ty, the hypothalamus upregulates the secretion of GH,

which also leads to the stimulation of muscle growth via

mTOR (see [50] for review).

Therefore, studies on muscle tissue point to simulta-

neous activation of mTOR- and Sirt1/AMPK-dependent

signaling cascades being an optimal metabolic geropro-

tector. Indeed, in such case, the cells profit from

Sirt1/AMPK (stimulation of antioxidant systems,

reliance on oxidative phosphorylation) and, at the same

time, they are protected from the negative consequences

of AMPK hyperactivation (a complete stop of the cell

cycle and apoptosis). At first glance, the very absence of

evidence pointing to the geroprotective effects of direct

AMPK activators (e.g. AICAR) contradicts this logic.

According to this line of reasoning, one can expect

AICAR administration in the absence of CR to activate

AMPK and, at the same time, not to suppress the

GH/IGF1/mTOR module. Moreover, AICAR stimulates

AMPK directly but not via a multistage hormonal cas-

cade as in the case of CR. Therefore, the absence of CR

combined with AICAR seems an even more robust gero-

protector than CR. Why is it not so?

The reason might be that AICAR, unlike CR or

physical exercise, neither causes an increase in ADP level

nor accumulation of the uncoupling proteins, UCPs.

This, in turn, can cause mitochondrial hyperpolarization

and consequent oxidative stress [23]. It is important to

mention that oxidative stress is considered one of the key

factor driving the aging process [57]. Moreover, mito-

chondrial hyperactivation on its own can negatively affect

the mitochondrial quality control mechanism and in this

way accelerate aging [58]. If these presumptions are cor-

rect (they are illustrated by the figure, arrows 4 and 5),

then the most efficient combination of treatments would

be a direct stimulation of AMPK (for example, with

AICAR), unlimited nutrition, and administration of the

uncouplers.

CONCLUSION: UNCOUPLING

AS A GEROPROTECTOR

What level of uncoupling is most suitable for the pur-

poses of geroprotection? As mentioned, a small decrease

in proton resistance of the strongly energized mitochon-

drial membranes can induce a significant decrease in

ROS production and an increase in NAD+/NADH ratio

without affecting ATP concentration. According to our

line of reasoning, such level of uncoupling combined with

AMPK activation is sufficient for efficient interference

with the aging process. Theoretically, one could consider

a higher level of uncoupling leading to a strong depolar-

ization of the membranes and, as a consequence, a signif-

icant increase in ADP/ATP ratio. Apparently, such treat-

ment could lead to a lethal deenergization of cells [33].

Therefore, a relatively weak level of uncoupling seems to

be preferential.

Which uncouplers should be used? Probably, the

anionic compound dinitrophenol is the best-studied

uncoupler in terms of its effects on mammalian physiolo-

gy. In particular, it has been used on humans as a weight

loss treatment. However, it was reported that its use was

accompanied by a set of negative side effects [59, 60].

Recently, we reported uncoupling activity of a

unique type of chemical compounds – lipophilic pene-
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trating cations. Most of the studies on such compounds

were performed on dodecyltriphenylphosphonium,

C12TPP. A potential advantage of using such compounds

is that their mitochondrial accumulation is proportional

to the level of the transmembrane potential. For this rea-

son, penetrating cations affect highly polarized mito-

chondria to greater extent than mitochondria with rela-

tively low potential levels [61, 62]. In other words, they

cause self-limiting (mild) uncoupling.

Two independent research groups ([63] and M.

Lovat, personal communication) have shown that

C12TPP administration positively affects mice that were

kept on high fat diet: it reduces weight gain and decreases

glucose level in the blood.

Finally, it is necessary to mention that despite the

fact that the artificial activators of Sirt1/AMPK display

lower extent or absence of geroprotective effect, these

compounds are widely used as treatments against diabetes

and obesity. Possibly, if combined with mild, C12TPP-like

uncouplers, the antiaging effect of such compounds can

be even higher that of CR.
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